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Field Effect Studies on MIS Structures of p-Type Hgo.sCdo.zTe Thin Films
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D. C. conductivity and Hall coefficient studies were rnade on MIS structures
of HgO, gCdO. ZTe thin filrns as function of gate field and temperature (??-400 K).
Decrease and increase in Ha11 coefficient and Ha11 rnobility with negative and
positive gate fields have been attributed to the accumulation and depletion of
rnajority carriers. The rnobility-ternperature data have been analysed in terrns
of different scattering rnechanisms.

Introduction:

The ohrnic nature of the contacts was confirrned
throughout the ternperature range by their linear
I-V characteristics. The gate contacts were
obtained by evaporating lndium at the back of the
substrates. X-ray diffraction studies were made
using Philips X-ray diffractometer (model No.
1130 /00) ernploying Cu K61 radiation. Cornposition studies were made using Electron Probe
Micro Analyser (Philips SEM 505 + EDAX +WDX).
The d. c. conductivity and HalI coefficient .studies
were rnade as discussed in one of our earlier

Meta 1- insulator - s erniconductor (MIS)
structures fabricated frorn narrow gap serniconductors are becorning increasingly irnp-ortant
in rnonolithic inf rared irnaging apptl."tio.rl' 2.
A detailed study of the electrical transport
properties of thin films of MIS structures can
provide valuable inforrnation needed for exploitation of MOS technology for device fabrication.

Hg1_*Cd*Te is an irnportant intrinsic semiconductor for the fabrication of photovoltaic and
photoconductive inf rared detectors. The alloys
with cornposition x=0. 20 are particularly
irnportant for the devices 8-14Arn radiation in
the atrnospheric window regionj -b.
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1. X-rav diffra,ction studies:
Diffractorneter spectra for the filrns and for
.ZT. powder are shown in Fig. 1. The
spectrum of the powder is seen to exhibit sharp
peaks at 2 I equal to 23.80, 39.40, 46.50 and
5?o which corresponds to diffraction frorn (t 1 1),
(2ZO), (31l) and (400) planes of the cubic phase
respectively. The lattice constant calculated
frorn the rdt values of the peaks was in good
agreerne'nt with the reported. dataJ. Filrns grown
on glass substrates showed only one peak at Z I
equal to 23.80 which corresponds to (l1l) plane
of the cubic phase and the other planes (ZZO),
(311) and (400) were absent in the filrns. The
(11 t) direction is the close packing direction of
the zinc blend structure.

In the present work, the effect of gate field
on Hall coefficient and d. c. conductivity has
been studied on MIS structures of
p-HgO. SCdO .ZTe filrns grown on rnica and glass
at various ternperatures. The observed results
have been interpreted in terms of accurnulation
and depletion of charge carriers at the insulator
-serniconductor interface upon the application of
gate field.
Expe

rirnental Details

sults and Dis cus s ion:

HgO. gCdO

;

Hgg. BCdO .ZTe filrns of 0. 7.1*o, thick and
rectangular in shape (20x4 rnrn4) were grown by
flash evaporation technique on to the freshly
cleaved rnica and ultrasonically cleaned glass
subtrates kept at l00oC u,sing tantalurn rnasks
u:nder a vacuurrr l, 5x 10-o Torr. The growth
rate was
30 Aof sec. Electrical contacts were
^,
made by evaporation
of high purity Indiurn on to
the films under vacuurn using tantalurn rnasks.

The grain size
is calculated frorn
Scherrer forrnulaS
I = X/D"o" e
where D is the full width at half rnaxirnurn of the
peak, }, is the wavelength of the X-rays. The
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value of 'tr calculated for the as grown filrns is
550 Ao.
Electron diffraction studies also confirmed
the polycrystalline nature of the filrns grown on
glass.
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rernains practically constant in the low temperature region 77-200 K, showing the behaviour
of a typical degenerate serniconductor. The va1ue of Rg is found to decrease with the rise of
ternperature above 200 K. The decrease in R"
at higher ternperatures can be attributed to the
fact that a contribution due to grain boundary
potential starts above 200K. It can al'so be
observed frorn Fig. 2 that the value of Rg at any
ternperature decreases with the increase of
negative gate field, while the effect of positive
gate field is to increase the value Rg. This is
because of the fact that in the case of p-type
films when a negative gate voltage is applied to
the rnetal plate (i. e. negative gate field), the
top of the valence band bends upward and cornes
closer to the Ferrni leve1. This band bending
causes an accurnulation of rnajority carriers
{hotes) at the interface. Since the {ikn is thin
enough, the carriers which are accurnulated at
the interface are redistributed in the whole
filrn and so a decrease in the value of Rg is
observed. On the other hand, the effect of a
positive gate fie[d is to bend the bands downwards and to deplete the rnaiority carriers,
thereby increasing the value of R".

Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction spectra (a) bulk
Hg'. gCdO .ZT" powder (b) as grown filrn'
2. Cornposition Analvsis

z

:

EPMA studies were rnade on the filrns and
on the starting rnaterial to know the actual
cornposition. Energy dispersive systern was
employed to know the various elernents present
i:n the bulk and in the fikns and to deterrnine
their concentration. Cornposition a'nalysis with
ZAF. correction is shown in Table-I. It can be
observed frorn Table-I only Hg, Cd and Te were
present in both bulk and films. It can be further
observed frorn Table I that the films were containing little excess of Te because of which the
filrns showed p-type conductivity.

Table-1. CornPosition AnalYsis
Bulk
Ele- Arnount taken
at. To
rnent Ln at. To

Film
atTo

Hg

40

39. 84

cd

r0

o 9Z

39.7r
9.89

Te

50

50. z4

50.40

Electrical Properties
The variation of Ha11 coefficient R11 as a
function of ternperature (1og Rg vs. 1000/T) in
the ternperature range 77-400 K, for a typical
MIS structure at various gate fields is shown in
Fig. Z. It is observed from this figure that in
the absence of any gate field, the value of Rg
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Fig. Z. Variation of Hall coefficient with
vs 1000/T).
ternperature (1og Rs
rr
(a) ?. 5xI05 v l"rn (b) 3.75x10- Yf crn
(d) -3.75x105 V/.rrt
(c) Zero
(e) -?. 50x10" v/"*
It can be further observed from Fig. 2 that
the ternperature at which R" starts decreasing
is changing with the applied gate field suggesting that the onset of the contribution of grain
boundary scattering depends on the applied gate
field.
The variation of Hall rnobilitY, FH""1
function of ternperature (1og ltff vs. 1000 /T)
at various gate fields is shown in Fig. 3. It
can be observed from Fig. 3 that the value of

the HaIl rnobility at any ternperature decrease
with negative gate field, while effect of positive
gate field is to increase the rnobility. This type
of variation of the rnobility with various gate
fields can,,be due to the fact that the gate field
causes a change in free carrier concentration.
It can also be seen frorn this figure that at any
gate field, the value of Fg i..teases with the
incredse of the ternpbrature. The increase in
lt" with ternperature in the low ternperature
region (77-200K) is slow whereas the
increase is faster in the high ternperature
fsgion. This can be attributed to the therrnally
assisted tunneling of the carriers through grain
boundaries and therinionic ernission of the
carriers over the grain boundaries in the low
and high ternperature regions respectively.
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The grain boundary barrier potentiat (e )
/,
has been estirnated at various gate fields using
the relation (1) and the values of re dU I thus
calculated are shown in Table -II. It can be
seen from this table that the value s of I e/y
increases with the increase of negative gatJ
field, where as the effect of positive gate field
is to decrease the value of 'e iS,
The increase
in relg , suggests that the contribution of grain
boundary scattering increases with the increase
of negative gate field. This expiains the
observed decrease in /l g with negative gate
field. In addition to the grain boundary
s cattering contribution, there rnay be a signi_
ficant effect of surface states and their
occupation on the variation of mobility with
ternperature. In order to see the effects of
surface states, the data have been analysed
in detail in the following rrranner.
I

Table-II.

Variation

S. No.

Gate fieLd
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Fig. 3. Variation of Hall rnobility with ternper*
ature (1og ,1,(r. vs I000 /T) . _
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where Vo is the field electrode potential, rt'
is the thickness of the insulator, flo is the
perrnittivity of free space and €.,. is the
relative perrnittivity of the insulator.
The value of the effective field effect
rnobility Mrfi
been thus cornputed using
the relation",' ,Zhus

(1)

where e/o is the grain boundary barrier
potential. The terrn 7Uo depends on the average
grain size | [ ' by the relation

jto =eL(--t
' Pon Km

with gate fietd

The d. c. conductivity have been used to
calculate the effective field effect mobility
ItfB as a function of temperature. Total
charge induced at the interface (e") as a
function of applied gateJ ieta has been calcul_
ated using the relationru

Q"=

The exponential ternperature dependence
of the rnobility ( If g) can be repres"nted as9

l'g

ee,
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(3)

where Af

is the observed change in surface
conductance, wben gate field is applied. The
rtlou. of,.,
has been calculated using the
^..
re latlon--' #"

7y'

where P is a nurnerical constant, rn is the
effective rnass of the charge carriers, rer is
the charge of the carriers and K is the
Boltzrnann constant.

d. n g= d. nO* A.r
where

409

$ is the average conductivity

(4)

actually

temperature depend.ence of ,[loo. The above
analysis shows that there is a c^ofrsiderable
contribution of grain boundaries as well as
surface states to the conduction mechanisrn in
these MIS structures.

rneasured at a given gate field, A O is the value
of the conductivity at zero gate field and 'dr is

the thickness of the filrn.
The variation of effective field effect mobility with ternperature (t"g ,If FE vs log T) is
shown in Fig. 4. It can be ob^sErved frorn this
fig. that the }lfn is increasing with the
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increase of temperatuSe in accordance with the
The value of 6
T5
relation FrE'd
variation of
temperature
calculated fr6fr the
that
indicating
O.'76,
to
be
is
found
'-'
Hrt
cha?ged fast interface traps and surface states
charge scatt"eryfg are the dorninant scattering
rnechanisrrrt'''=. This ternperature variation
of ,IJ.FE rrray also be due to the change in
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